A common currency for the computation of motivational values in the human striatum
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Reward comparison in the brain is thought to be achieved through the use of a ‘common currency’, implying that reward value representations are computed on a unique scale in the same brain regions regardless of the reward type. Although such a mechanism has been identified in the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and ventral striatum in the context of decision-making, it is less clear whether it similarly applies to non-choice situations. To answer this question, we scanned 38 participants with fMRI while they were presented with single cues predicting either monetary or erotic rewards, without the need to make a decision. The ventral striatum was the main brain structure to respond to both cues while showing increasing activity with increasing expected reward intensity. Most importantly, the relative response of the striatum to monetary vs erotic cues was correlated with the relative motivational value of these rewards as inferred from reaction times. Similar correlations were observed in a fronto-parietal network known to be involved in attentional focus and motor readiness. Together, our results suggest that striatal reward value signals not only obey to a common currency mechanism in the absence of choice but may also serve as an input to adjust motivated behaviour accordingly.
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to estimate the value of expected rewards is crucial for adaptive behaviour. How this operation is implemented in the brain is a key question, which has been extensively studied in Decision Neuroscience. Modern theories suggest that efficient decision-making relies on the computation of a ‘common neural currency’ allowing the value of different rewards to be compared on a single scale (Sugrue et al., 2005; Levy and Glömcher, 2012). The concept of a common currency implies two important hypotheses at the brain level. First, reward value should be represented centrally in the brain, meaning that increasing levels of anticipated reward should elicit increasing activity in a unique set of brain regions regardless of reward type. Second, reward value should be encoded along a common reference scale with respect to other available options, in such a way that the relative brain activity elicited by two different rewards should be directly proportional to their relative expected utility. A wealth of fMRI studies in the field of decision-making has provided evidence supporting these two hypotheses. These studies have shown that, regardless of reward type, the computation of decision values systematically engages two key brain regions, namely the ventral striatum and ventro-medial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) (Peters and Buchel, 2009; Levy and Glömcher, 2012; Clithero and Rangel, 2013). Moreover, brain activity in these regions was found to correlate with desirability ratings (Knutson et al., 2007; Hare et al., 2009), willingness-to-pay (Hare et al., 2008; Plassmann et al., 2010) and choice preferences (Chib et al., 2009; FitzGerald et al., 2009), suggesting that decision values are represented along a common scale regardless of reward type. The consistency of those results has been well illustrated in several recent meta-analyses (Peters and Buchel, 2010; Bartra et al., 2013).

In the present study, we investigate whether the concept of common currency similarly applies to motivational values and not just decision values. Motivational values are computed when there is a variety of reward-predicting cues in the environment, while no explicit choice is required. This happens for instance when browsing a Christmas catalogue or walking down a busy street and being exposed to a multitude of shop signs. Are the motivational values derived from these shop signs encoded with a common currency, or are they computed independently of one another? Given that the absence of choice eliminates the need to perform explicit comparisons between potential rewards, it is unclear whether the use of a common frame of reference is maintained, or whether these reward cues are treated in isolation.

Thus, we are addressing two main questions. First, does the computation of expected reward value based on incentive cues recruit the same brain regions as observed during decision-making? In the absence of choice, this question has been examined using cue-reactivity or conditioning protocols in which participants passively anticipate rewards. However, most of these protocols have focused on one type of reward only. Yet, comparing different expected rewards within the same individuals is necessary to test the hypothesis of a common currency. Only a handful of brain imaging studies have directly addressed this question in humans. Two studies comparing monetary and social incentive cues have reported increasing activity in the striatum in response to increasing amounts of both rewards (Spreckelmeyer et al., 2009; Rademacher et al., 2010). Another study comparing money- vs juice-predicting cues found overlapping activity solely in the vmPFC (Kim et al., 2011). More studies using similar direct comparisons between rewards are needed to strengthen those results.

Second, an open question is whether motivational values are represented on a common scale in the absence of choice. Even when overt choices are not required, adjusting energy expenditure and attention level according to relative preferences is important (Montague and King-Casas, 2007; Vlaev et al., 2011). For example, one might invest minimal effort in obtaining reward A if a preferred reward B is known to be available at a later time. To achieve such optimal tuning of...
motivated behaviour, it is crucial to encode expected reward value on a common frame of reference. In line with this idea, several studies have shown that brain activity in the striatum and vmPFC keeps track of ordinal preferences and reflects the most or the least desirable reward in a given context (Tremblay and Schultz, 1999; Cromwell et al., 2005; Elliott et al., 2008). In healthy individuals, relative responses to food vs monetary cues in the ventral striatum were found to predict individual differences in the relative motivation for these rewards (Clithero et al., 2011). Recent results from our laboratory have further shown a differential reactivity of the striatum to monetary vs non-monetary cues in pathological gambling, a behavioural addiction in which the urge to procure money overrides the incentive value of alternative rewards (Sescousse et al., 2013). This effect was accompanied by a similar difference in the motivation to obtain those rewards, as reflected by reaction times. These findings suggest that striatal cue reactivity might thus represent a meaningful index of relative motivation, used to adjust behaviour accordingly.

The present study investigated the use of a common neural currency for representing expected reward value in the absence of choice. To this end, we used fMRI and an incentive delay protocol manipulating monetary and erotic cues independently (Sescousse et al., 2010). Monetary rewards have been widely studied and are now considered as a benchmark for reward processing. In contrast, much less is known about sexual stimuli, which are yet highly pervasive in our modern societies and have a crucial biological value (Georgiadis and Kringelbach, 2012).

Based on our question, we focused our analyses on the cue-related phase (see Sescousse et al., 2010 for an analysis of the reward outcome phase). The hypothesis of a common currency leads to two main predictions: the incentive value of monetary and erotic cues should be represented in the same brain region(s), and any difference in their subjective valuation should be expressed in relative brain activity levels. Based on previous literature, we expected those conditions to be met in the ventral striatum, and possibly in the vmPFC. We measured reward value both in terms of motivation (‘wanting’) and pleasure (‘liking’) by collecting reaction times (RTs) and subjective ratings, respectively.

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Participants**

Two groups of healthy right-handed participants totaling 38 individuals (mean age = 27.5 ± 6.8 years) were included in this study. All participants were heterosexual males because men are generally more responsive to visual sexual stimuli than women (Hamann et al., 2004). Data from these two groups (18 and 20 participants, respectively) were previously reported in two separate studies using the same protocol (Sescousse et al., 2010; Sescousse et al., 2013). These studies focused on different questions than the one currently at stake, namely the comparison of primary vs secondary reward outcomes in healthy controls, and the comparison of reward processing between healthy controls and pathological gamblers. The results reported in the current study are therefore entirely original, while benefiting from the statistical power provided by pooling those two groups. All participants gave written informed consent to be part of the experiment, which was approved by the local ethics committee and performed in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Sexual arousability was assessed at intake using the Sexual Arousalability Inventory (SAI; Hoon and Chambless, 1998). The mean SAI score was 91.1 ± 12.0, which is comparable with the score reported in the reference population (Hoon and Chambless, 1998: 90.6 ± 14.7). Depressive symptoms were measured with the Beck Depression Inventory (BDI; Beck and Beck, 1972) in group 1 (mean score: 1.4 ± 2.0) and the Hospital Anxiety and Depression scale (Zigmond and Snait, 1983) in group 2 (mean score: 3.4 ± 2.3). Participants in group 2 also underwent a psychiatric interview and were screened for psychiatric disorders (as part of the matching with pathological gamblers). In both groups, participants reporting no interest whatsoever in erotica or showing low sexual arousability (cut-off SAI: 69) were excluded at intake. Moreover, participants showing depressive symptoms (as assessed by the psychiatric interview in group 2 or based on a cut-off of 6 on the BDI in group 1) were excluded.

To further ensure that all participants would be in a similar state of motivation to see erotic stimuli, we asked them to avoid any sexual contact during a period of 24h before the scanning session. We also sought to enhance the motivation for money by telling the participants that the financial compensation for their participation would amount to the winnings accumulated in one of the runs of the study. For ethical reasons though, and unbeknownst to the participants, they all received a fixed amount at the end of the experiment.

**Task**

The task is the same as described by Sescousse et al. (2010; 2013). Each trial consisted of an anticipation phase, a discrimination task and an outcome phase (Figure 1). During anticipation, participants saw 1 of 12 explicit cues announcing the type (monetary/erotic), probability (25/50/75%) and intensity (low/high) of an upcoming reward (2.5 s). An additional control cue was associated with a null reward probability. After a variable delay period (question mark representing a pseudorandom draw, 1.5–4.5 s), participants were asked to perform a target discrimination task. If they answered correctly within <1 s, they were then allowed to view the outcome of the pseudorandom draw. RTs were later used as an index of motivation. In rewarded trials, outcomes took the form of an erotic image or a sum of money displayed on a safe (1.5 s), whose intensity was high or low depending on the preceding cue (see below). Following each reward outcome, participants had 2.5 s to provide a hedonic rating by moving a cursor along a 1–9 scale (1 = very little pleased and 9 = very highly pleased).

In non-rewarded and control trials, participants were presented with ‘scrambled’ pictures. A fixation cross was finally used as an inter-trial interval of variable length (2–5 s).

The task was divided into several runs of 57 trials each. Participants from group 1 performed four runs (i.e. 228 trials), whereas participants from group 2 performed three runs (i.e. 171 trials, because of time constraints). To correct this imbalance in task length and avoid any bias, the data from the fourth run in group 1 were discarded from all analyses. Each run included four repetitions of each cue, with the exception of the control condition, repeated nine times. Within each run the order of the different conditions was pseudorandomized and optimized for further signal deconvolution. The order of the runs was counterbalanced between participants. Before scanning, all subjects were given oral instructions and familiarized with the cognitive task in a short training session.

**Task stimuli**

Two categories (high and low intensity) of erotic pictures and monetary gains were used. Nudity being the main criteria driving the reward value of erotic stimuli, we separated them into a ‘low intensity’ group displaying females in underwear or bathing suits and a ‘high intensity’ group displaying naked females in an inviting posture. Each erotic picture was presented only once during the course of the task to avoid habituation. A similar element of surprise was introduced for the monetary rewards by randomly varying the amounts at stake: the low amounts were either 1, 2 or 3 € and the high amounts were either 10, 11 or 12 €. The pictures displayed in non-rewarded and control trials were scrambled versions of the pictures used in rewarded trials.
and hence contained the same information in terms of chromaticity and luminance.

fMRI data acquisition

Imaging was performed on a 1.5 T Siemens Sonata scanner, using an eight-channel head coil. Each of the functional runs comprised 296 volumes. Twenty-six interleaved slices parallel to the AC-PC line were acquired per volume (field of view = 220 mm, matrix 64 × 64, voxel size = 3.4 × 3.4 × 4 mm, gap 0.4 mm), using a gradient-echo echoplanar (EPI) T2*-weighted sequence (repetition time = 2500 ms, echo time = 60 ms, flip angle = 90°). To improve the local field homogeneity and hence minimize susceptibility artefacts, a manual shimming was performed within a rectangular region including the OFC and the basal ganglia. A high-resolution T1-weighted structural scan was also acquired in each participant.

fMRI data analysis

Preprocessing and statistical analyses of fMRI data were conducted with SPM2 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm2), to ensure direct comparability with our previous studies. The first four functional volumes of each run were removed, and the remaining images were corrected for slice-timing artefacts, and spatially realigned to the first image of each time series. We then searched for residual artefacts in the time series with the tsdiffana utility (http://imaging.mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/imaging/DataDiagnostics) and modelled them with dummy regressors in our general linear model. The functional images were then normalized to the MNI stereotaxic space using SPM2 EPI template, and spatially smoothed with a 10 mm full width at half maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel. Anatomical scans were normalized to the MNI space using the icbm152 template brain and averaged across all participants.

We then ran a first-level analysis modelling brain responses to reward anticipation and outcome. Anticipation-related responses were modelled as 2.5 s box-car functions time locked to the onset of the cue. Monetary and erotic cues were modelled separately and modulated by two orthogonal parametric regressors accounting for reward probability and intensity. The control condition was modelled in a separate regressor. Outcome-related responses were modelled as events time locked to the appearance of the reward. Monetary and erotic outcomes were modelled separately, as well as rewarded vs non-rewarded outcomes, leading to four different regressors. Two covariates linearly modelling reward probability and hedonic ratings were further added to each rewarded condition, while another covariate modelling probability was added to each of the non-rewarded conditions. A final regressor modelled the appearance of a scrambled picture in the control condition. All these regressors were subsequently convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function. In addition, the six motion parameters estimated during realignment were included as regressors of no interest. A high-pass filter with a cut-off of 128 s was applied to the time series. Contrast images were calculated based on the parameter estimates output by the general linear model, and were then entered in a second-level group analysis.

Brain regions recruited by the anticipation of monetary and erotic rewards were first identified using the contrasts ‘monetary cue > control’ and ‘erotic cue > control’. Modulation of brain activity by reward probability and intensity was further assessed with the corresponding parametric regressors. Monetary and erotic cues were directly contrasted, and resulting brain activity was further correlated with RTs using a simple regression analysis. All results are reported at a cluster-level $P < 0.05$ corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole brain, combined with a voxel-level uncorrected $P < 0.001$ or less. Anatomical localization of functional clusters was performed based on a probabilistic atlas (Hammers et al., 2003).

Additional brain-behaviour correlations across participants were performed within striatal regions of interest (ROIs). Percent signal change was extracted using MarsBaR (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/), within functional ROIs defined from independent whole-brain analyses. For a given condition in a given ROI, it was calculated as the effect size of that condition (beta value) divided by the mean activity of that ROI and multiplied by 100.

RESULTS

Behaviour

RTs on the discrimination task and hedonic ratings were analysed in two separate three-way ANOVAs including reward type, probability and intensity as within-subject factors. RT data were accidentally lost for one participant, and hedonic ratings could not be fully collected for another participant owing to technical problems. Therefore, analyses of both RTs and ratings were restricted to 37 participants. RT analyses were performed on successful trials (excluding control trials), which accounted for 85–100% of all trials depending on participants (mean hit rate = 97.1 ± 3.5).

Participants showed similar RTs following monetary and erotic cues (main effect of reward type: $F_{(1,36)} = 0.79, P = 0.41$), suggesting that
those cues had similar incentive values across the whole group. Participants were also faster for high compared with low rewards (main effect of intensity: $F_{(1,36)} = 51.89, P < 0.001$), but did not show any difference between monetary and erotic cues (intensity $\times$ reward interaction: $F_{(1,36)} = 0.44, P = 0.51$, Figure 2A). This suggests that our manipulation of reward intensity was perceived equally well for both rewards and confirms that participants were motivated. There was also a general trend for decreasing RTs with increasing probability (main effect of probability: $F_{(2,72)} = 3.18, P = 0.05$), but this effect was essentially driven by monetary cues (probability $\times$ reward interaction: $F_{(2,72)} = 9.12, P < 0.001$).

Similarly, as for RTs, mean hedonic ratings were not different between monetary and erotic rewards (main effect of reward type: $F_{(1,36)} = 0.21, P = 0.65$). High rewards were perceived as more pleasant than low rewards (main effect of intensity: $F_{(1,36)} = 180.82, P < 0.001$), and this effect was even more pronounced for monetary rewards (intensity $\times$ reward interaction: $F_{(1,36)} = 123.60, P < 0.001$, Figure 2B). Moreover, hedonic ratings linearly increased when reward probability decreased (main effect of probability: $F_{(2,72)} = 8.28, P < 0.001$), probably reflecting a prediction error-like computation for both rewards (probability $\times$ reward interaction: $F_{(2,72)} = 2.71, P = 0.07$).

Finally, we built two behavioural indices of relative reward value, which were used to study inter-individual differences. First, we computed an index of relative motivational value (RMV), based on the ratio of mean RTs following erotic compared with monetary cues, i.e. $\text{RT}_{\text{erotic}}/\text{RT}_{\text{monetary}}$ (Figure 2C). A value $>1$ reflects a higher relative value of monetary incentives and vice-versa. We then computed a similar ratio with the ratings (Ratingerotic/Ratingmonetary), reflecting relative hedonic value (RHV). In this case, a value $>1$ reflects a higher relative value of erotic rewards and vice-versa. Similar approaches have been used in recent papers (e.g. Carter et al., 2009; Clithero et al., 2011). The RMV index had a mean of 1.01 (SD = 0.04) across participants, whereas the RHV index had a mean of 0.99 (SD = 0.18), indicating no particular skewness towards either reward. Both indices appeared to be normally distributed (Shapiro–Wilk test for normality, $P > 0.36$). Interestingly, the two indices showed a negative correlation (Figure 2D), suggesting that the relative value of the two rewards was consistently reflected at the motivational (RTs) and hedonic (ratings) levels.

**fmRI results**

We first examined the brain responses to each reward cue separately, using the control condition as a baseline. Similar patterns of activity were observed throughout the whole brain (Figure 3A). In particular, we found robust activations in the bilateral striatum for both monetary $(x,y,z = −9, 12, −15, T = 7.89; 9, 6, 0, T = 9.17)$ and erotic cues $(x,y,z = −9, 12, −12, T = 6.09; 6, 15, 3, T = 6.86)$. Other foci, including the vmPFC, thalamus and visual areas, are reported in Supplementary Tables S1 and S2.

Then, we contrasted cues predicting high vs low reward, for each reward type separately (Figure 3B). This analysis revealed focal activity in the ventral striatum, for both monetary $(x,y,z = −12, 6, −6, T = 6.55; 9, 9, −9, T = 7.02)$ and erotic cues $(x,y,z = −9, 6, 0, T = 4.60)$, suggesting that this region is sensitive to expected reward intensity regardless of reward type. Other foci are reported in Supplementary Tables S3 and S4. We performed the same analysis for expected reward probability, using the corresponding parametric regressors. However, we did not observe any correlation between expected probability and brain activity in the reward system, for either monetary or erotic cues (at $P < 0.001$ uncorrected). This is consistent with our behavioural results showing that RTs are more sensitive to expected reward intensity than to expected probability, and further suggests that reward value representation in the ventral striatum is essentially driven by expected intensity.

Finally, we performed a direct comparison between monetary and erotic cues (Figure 4). This analysis revealed that, despite responding to both monetary and erotic cues, the bilateral ventral striatum
responded more strongly to monetary cues \((x,y,z = -12, 12, -9, T = 4.74; 15, 6, -6, T = 5.84)\). No brain region was found to respond more strongly to erotic cues. To investigate whether this differential cue reactivity was related to relative reward value, we examined it as a function of our RMV index. We extracted the mean percent signal change for monetary and erotic cues, computed the difference and then plotted it as a function of RT\(_{\text{erotic}}/\text{RT}_{\text{monetary}}\). In both the left and right ventral striatum, we observed a significant positive correlation, reflecting that the differential reactivity of the striatum to monetary vs erotic cues is predictive of the relative vigour exerted to obtain those rewards. We investigated the same correlation at the whole-brain level, using the RMV index as a between-subject covariate. This analysis also revealed activity in the bilateral striatum (although not surviving a proper correction for multiple comparisons), as well as in the dorso-medial prefrontal cortex (dmPFC), premotor cortex and intra-parietal sulcus (IPS) (Figure 5).

**DISCUSSION**

The brain activity pattern observed in the ventral striatum confirms the two predictions made in the introduction. First, we showed that, regardless of reward type, expected reward value was represented centrally in this region. This is in line with a wealth of previous studies showing common value signals in the striatum for primary and secondary rewards (Izuma et al., 2008; Valentin and O’Doherty, 2009; Izuma et al., 2010), for gains and losses (Tom et al., 2007) or for magnitude, delay and probability (Dreher et al., 2006; Kable and Glimcher, 2007; Tobler et al., 2007; Peters and Buchel, 2009; Prevost et al., 2010; Dreher, 2013). Second, we found that the relative response of the striatum to monetary vs erotic cues was correlated with the relative motivational value of these rewards as indexed by RTs. Together, these results are consistent with a common currency mechanism for the representation of motivational value in the ventral striatum in the absence of choice.

Our results indicate that visual erotic stimuli are powerful motivators of behaviour, which can elicit robust anticipatory brain responses. This is important given the increasing pervasiveness of these stimuli in our daily environment, in particular through advertising (Reichert, 2002). It is also consistent with prior work showing that people are willing to wait or exert effort to gain extended access to visual erotic stimuli (Prevost et al., 2010). Even though the ventral striatum responded to both monetary and erotic cues, responses to monetary cues were stronger. A similar difference was reported in other studies comparing monetary with food or social cues (Daniel and Pollmann, 2010; Rademacher et al., 2010; Clithero et al., 2011). One possibility is that the dollar sign used for monetary cues has a universal and automatic meaning, in contrast to the somewhat abstract pictogram used for erotic cues. As a result, the acquisition of incentive value through conditioning might have been more immediate and efficient for monetary compared with erotic cues.

---

**Fig. 4** Differential cue reactivity in the ventral striatum. The ventral striatum responds more strongly to monetary than to erotic cues across the whole group. Activations are overlaid on an average anatomical scan of all subjects (display threshold: \(P < 0.001\) voxel-level uncorrected and \(P < 0.05\) cluster-level corrected). This differential reactivity to monetary vs erotic cues is correlated with the relative motivational value of these rewards as indexed by reaction time ratio \((\text{RT}_{\text{erotic}}/\text{RT}_{\text{monetary}})\).

**Fig. 5** Brain regions where differential cue reactivity are correlated with relative motivation for monetary and erotic rewards. This T-map originates from a simple regression across participants between the contrast ‘monetary > erotic cue’ and relative motivational value as indexed by reaction time ratio \((\text{RT}_{\text{erotic}}/\text{RT}_{\text{monetary}})\). Activations are overlaid on an average anatomical scan of all subjects (display threshold: \(P < 0.001\) voxel-level uncorrected, cluster size \(\geq 21\)). Activations in dorso-medial PFC, premotor cortex and left IPS survive a cluster-level \(P < 0.05\) corrected for multiple comparisons across the whole brain. Note that this simple regression is conceptually identical to the plots presented in Figure 4, but statistically independent.
Importantly though, the differential striatal reactivity to monetary vs erotic cues varied substantially between individuals and covaried with relative levels of motivation. Previous studies have shown that reward value is flexibly and dynamically encoded in the brain, ultimately contributing to adaptive behaviour. Cue- and outcome-related value signals encoded by midbrain and vmPFC neurons are scaled according to the local distribution of reward intensities, allowing for an optimal exploitation of the limited firing range of neurons (Tobler et al., 2005; Padoa-Schioppa, 2009; Kobayashi et al., 2010). In the context of gambling or learning, feedback-related value signals in the striatum are often computed relatively to a meaningful reference point, typically the mean of all possible outcomes or the value of an unchosen option (Breiter et al., 2001; Kuhnen and Knutson, 2005; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2005; Lohrertz et al., 2007). Similarly, decision-value signals were found to be encoded in a relative fashion in various choice paradigms. For instance, striatal and vmPFC activity correlates with the difference in value between available options (FitzGerald et al., 2009) or between attended and unattended items (Lim et al., 2011). Here, we extend those findings to a non-decision-making context. We show that, when single cues are presented in isolation, corresponding value signals in the striatum are not computed in isolation, but relatively to other cues known to be available in the same environment. This is in line with prior work showing that, in the vmPFC and ventral striatum, relative responses to individually presented pleasant stimuli can predict later choices between those stimuli (Lebreron et al., 2009; Smith et al., 2010; Levy et al., 2011). Together, these findings suggest that, even in the absence of choice, implicit and automatic comparison mechanisms are occurring. As suggested in the introduction, those mechanisms might be used for optimal effort allocation.

Several experiments have suggested that the ventral striatum plays a role in translating appetitive value signals triggered by external cues into motor behaviour. In an fMRI task requiring cognitive or physical efforts to obtain a reward, cue-elicited striatal activity was found to predict variations in effort allocation across participants (Schmidt et al., 2012). Similarly in rats, the firing of nucleus accumbens neurons in response to a reward-predictive tone was causally correlated with the vigour of subsequent approach behaviour (McGinty et al., 2013). This relationship was found to be particularly stable across time, as demonstrated by a recent fMRI study in which individual differences in striatal cue reactivity to food and erotic pictures were shown to predict weight gain and sexual activity 6 months later (Demos et al., 2012). Complementing those findings, our study shows that the relative speed with which participants react following monetary or erotic cues is in direct proportion to the relative striatal activity evoked by those cues. This suggests that the striatal signals observed in the current experiment do not merely reflect the pavlovian value of anticipated rewards, but carry an incentive value that further drives behavioural performance. This idea is consistent with the location of the striatum at the crossroads of various cortico-subcortical loops, which places it in an ideal position to implement the interface between motivation and action (Delgado, 2007; Knutson and Greer, 2008; Haber and Knutson, 2010).

In addition to the ventral striatum, activity in the dmPFC, IPS and premotor cortex was found to correlate with our RMV index. The dmPFC is known to be sensitive to anticipated efforts (Kurniawan et al., 2013), while the IPS and premotor cortex are involved in attentional focus and motor preparation (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002). Thus, these regions likely play a role in mediating the effect of value representations on RTs in the present context, through increased attention and motor readiness. This interpretation is consistent with recent accounts showing that the dmPFC, IPS and motor areas are conjointly involved in transforming stimulus value signals into motor commands during binary choices (Hare et al., 2011).

Overall, our results show that striatal value signals elicited by incentive cues reflect both the intensity of expected rewards as well as their relative motivational value compared with other rewards. Remarkably, these signals are computed regardless of reward type and the need to make a decision. These observations are compatible with reinforcement learning accounts of ventral striatal function. In this framework, the ventral striatum is described as a critic module generating cached, model-free, predictions indexing reward value in the form of an abstract common currency (McDannald et al., 2012; Dolan and Dayan, 2013). These model-free value representations are blind to the specific features of rewards and mostly useful to guide habitual behaviour. Our results further reveal that these signals are shared with other regions involved in attention (IPS) and motor preparation (dmPFC and premotor cortex), supporting the hypothesis that they serve as an input to adjust motivated behaviour.
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